Oil for 2000 vw beetle

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. This video shows you how to change the oil and oil filter
in your Volkswagen Beetle. When you change your own oil, you know that you are putting
quality oil in your Beetle and that the filter is being changed too. Most importantly, you get a
chance to look around under your Beetle for potential trouble spots. This video shows you the
location of your oil drain plug, oil filter, oil fill cap and dipstick in addition to the steps needed to
change the oil and filter in your Beetle. For most Volkswagens, you can wrap an old belt around
the oil filter and unscrew it by hand. If you can't do this, see our parts page to find a
Volkswagen Beetle oil filter wrench. If your Beetle is too low to the ground to access your drain
plug and oil filter, be sure to use jack stands and safe jacking procedures before getting under
your Beetle. If it isn't printed on the oil cap, check your owners manual for the exact type before
adding new oil. We recommend wearing safety glasses whenever you are working under your
Beetle. You never know what could be dripping down from the engine, battery acid, engine
coolant, brake fluid, etc. All of these fluids are extremely harmful to your eyes and skin so it is
important to protect yourself. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Turbo Diesel Sedan. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace the front
turn signal. If your blinker doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb.
Turbo Hatchback. Replace an interior fuse. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your
air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. Secure precious cargo. You
love your kids right? See how to properly secure their car seat. See all videos for the
Volkswagen Beetle. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything
Exactly when to do an oil change on Beetle, Bus or any aircooled VW, depends on how
obsessional you are and how many miles you do regularly. The best advice I've had is every 3,
miles if you want to keep your car in tip-top condition, especially if you do lots of short
journeys. If you've just bought your car or have had it a while and have no idea when the engine
oil was last changed, it's definitely time to do it. Here all the pictures are of me doing the change
to my Beetle, if you have a different era car, it's worth checking if yours is different in something
like the Muir book , and making sure you get the right filter kit from your supplier. We're going
to drain out the old engine oil, unbolt the oil filter, fit the new one, bolt everything back together
and pour in the right amount of new oil. I was advised to have the car on the flat when draining
the oil out, which makes the whole process more awkward. If you have a way of doing this with
the car raised up, but everything level, go for that as it'll give you more room to move. If your
car is lowered you're definitely going to need to raise it up somehow because it's very awkward
doing this when the car is stock height, so you'll have no chance. You'll need both as the bits of
cardboard that act as washers in the fitting kit get wrecked when you take the old one out.
Here's a picture of my new oil filter and fitting kit:. It helps if the oil is slightly warm when you do
this, so a couple of runs around the block wouldn't hurt, but you don't want to burn yourself on
the exhaust pipes while you're messing around, so go for a run and then let the car cool down
for twenty minutes or so. Once you're sure it's cool enough to be safe, put your blanket on the
ground behind the car and lie down on it. Find the plate that holds the oil filter in place. It's a
round plate with six bolts around the outside, and a larger bolt in the middle at least on my '68
Beetle. Now spread some old newspaper or cardboard around on the floor beneath the plate,
this is for later when we have oil falling out of it. The middle bolt in the plate is the one we're
interested in right now, when that's released it will let all the old oil out of the system. Get your
adjustable spanner and put it on the nut, adjusting it to the right size, and loosen it just slightly,
you don't want to do it all the way and have oil dripping out yet, but it's easier to get it a bit
loose now before the oil tray is in the way. If you don't have a central bolt in the plate, then I'm
afraid the only way you're going to get the oil out is to unbolt the other bolts, and you're going
to get messy. Once you've got the centre bolt loose, get something to catch the oil when it
comes out. What you need is something low enough to fit under the car and big enough to
catch about two and a half litres of oil that's 2. Traditionally, this is an old oil container from a
previous change, on it's side with a hole cut in it don't forget to screw the cap on, or an oil tray
which can be later cleaned. More traditionally, this is the roasting tin from the kitchen, but that's
a good way to make sure you never have a roast again, especially if it was given as a wedding
present. Having none of these things handy, I got a cardboard box, cut down the top until it was
low enough to go under the car and lined it with a decent bin liner, so later I could gather up the

top and take it to the dump they have oil recycling places there, don't just stick this stuff down
the drain. The proper way of handling this is to pour the oil back in to another old oil container
and take that to the dump. OK, so you've got your oil catcher underneath the car. Make sure the
rag is handy, and use the spanner to loosen the centre nut all the way out. It might drop in to the
oil, don't worry about it, you can fish it out later - that's where gloves come in handy. Use the
rag to clean the end of the spanner that's now got oil on it, and the bolt that came out if you
managed to catch it. The oil will take quite a while to drain out, probably a quarter of an hour or
so. That means it's time for a nice cup of tea, or work out if you've got grease all over your
camera in my case. If there's still oil dripping out after a quarter of an hour, leave it for a while
longer. The more of the old, dirty oil that comes out the better. Once the oil has stopped
dripping, carefully pull the tray out from under the car. Don't do it quick enough so the oil slops
over the edge, as you'll only get it all over yourself in a minute when you're unbolting
everything. Once the oil is safely out of the way i. Make sure there's still some newspaper under
the car as there will be drips, and more spilt oil later. My car was a bit awkward, I've got five
nuts four with the same heads, one a replacement and one long bolt on my car. I've been
advised this is because a previous owner has lost a stud and I need to replace this, which I'll do
on the next oil change thanks Chris. The current bolt is quite smooth and takes an allen key
head, which I didn't have. Fortunately it had a hole through the side of the head through which I
ended up sticking a small nail, then used a small adjustable spanner to get it loose. Lots of
swearing was involved in this process so before you start something similar make sure you
know whether you have one of these things and that you've got the right tool for the job, or that
it doesn't matter how blue the air gets. OK, easy and annoying bolts undone, the filter plate is
still stuck to the car. You need to pull it down off the car, best done by sticking things in the
hole in the middle and levering it down. I used a flat-head screwdriver, then some mole grips on
the edge of the hole when it came down a little bit. When it eventually comes loose you will get
oil over yourself and the ground. When the plate comes loose, it might bring the old filter with it.
If not, you should be able to pull it out of the big hole the plate has revealed. If there's definitely
no filter in there, curse the previous owner of the car and think about getting a voodoo doll
made of them, it will distract you from crying that your engine might have been damaged by
contaminated oil not getting filtered. Use the screwdriver to scrape any old seals off of the car
once the filter is out, then also scrape any residual seals off the filter plate. Be careful not to
scratch the case with the screwdriver when you're cleaning it, as that gives a way for the oil to
escape. Give the plate a general clean-up and open up your new seal kit. There should be two
cork or cardboard seals gaskets which fit either side of the flange around the base of the filter i.
Within the seal pack there is also a new washer for each of the bolts, so clean the bolts up and
give them all a washer ready for when you put it all together. Note: a friend in the same VW club
as me uses the original VW gaskets either side of the filter. He says he finds he doesn't get any
leaks with them and just cleans them every time he does an oil change. If this is your first time
doing an oil change, it's probably worth getting the fitting kit even if you don't use the gaskets,
just in case you do need them. Putting everything back together is a bit fiddly. I think in the end
my successful way was to put the long bolt the one I've got with the funny head through the
metal plate, seal, filter, and final seal, then faff about under the car trying to keep it all lined up
while I slot the bolt up in to it's hole and get the other five bolt heads through their holes at the
same time. This is one of those fiddly jobs that's just annoying as the seals are large enough to
push the plate away from the bolts while you're trying to get it on to them. Once you finally have
a couple of nuts over the bolt heads, it soon becomes a matter of putting them all on loosely,
then gradually tightening them up. Don't tighten one all the way, go around them gradually
tightening them all up, it helps keep the seals doing their job. For other bits of the car you're
advised to do one bolt, then it's opposite, then another bolt and it's opposite until they're all
done and start again, so I did that with the plate. It takes a bit of time, but if it keeps the seal
good it's all worth it. I was worried about over-tightening one of the bolts and potentially
stripping the thread damaging the thread on the bolt or nut - this can be very awkward to fix,
especially if the part that gets damaged is attached to the car and involves removing lots of
things to replace it. Eventually I got all the bolts as tight as I felt they could go and left it at that.
A week or so later I found I was getting spots of oil beneath the car, so I tightened them a little
more, and once more for one bolt the awkward one, I think a week or so after that. With the plate
back in place, re-fit the big bolt in the middle, don't forget the new washer for it from the seal kit.
This doesn't have to be as tight as the smaller bolts, but you want it tight enough to both stop
the oil coming out, and not to get loose over the next year or so while you're driving around.
Centre bolt back in place you can breathe a sigh of relief and get out from underneath the car.
Have a stretch, enjoy it! Now you need to fill the engine back up with nice, fresh oil. When you
buy the oil make sure it's OK for older engines, you don't want any of the new 'magnitex' stuff,

which is not made for engines that use the oil for cooling like your VW does. Pour the oil in to
the oil filler pipe next to the engine. Every now and then check the dipstick to make sure you're
not putting too much in. It's not worth starting to check the dipstick until at least two litres
about two quarts of oil has gone down the tube in to the engine, and even then it could be a
while before there is enough oil to register on the dipstick. The picture above shows where you
put the oil in, and the dipstick is pulled up a bit to point out where it is. Checking the dipstick:
To check the dipstick, pull it all of the way out of it's holder, wipe it clean on a bit of rag, put it
back in, give it a little twist and pull it back out. On the dipstick are two marks, in my case
indentations across the flat side of the dipstick. You want the oil to be somewhere between the
two marks - the lower mark is the lowest limit the oil should go to, the highest is, you guessed
it, the highest limit. Above or below isn't good for the engine, so try to get in-between. It can feel
like you're putting the world's supply of oil in to the car and nothing's coming up on the
dipstick, but it will eventually, keep glugging some extra oil in and check the dipstick regularly.
If you've put lots of oil in and you're sure it should be showing on the dipstick, have a look
under the car and make sure you're not decorating the ground because one of the bolts is
missing. Once you're happy with the level of oil in the engine, put the cap back on the tube that
takes the oil and wait a while for the oil to get everywhere it's supposed to in the engine and the
rest to get to the sump. Stick some fresh newspaper under the oil plate, then go and have
another cup of tea, perhaps even a small cake. When you come back, check the dipstick again
and if it's OK, check underneath the car. If there are drips on the newspaper you'll have to
decide whether they're just spilt oil from filling the engine, or if they're dripping from the oil
plate you may need to tighten up the bolts a little more. Finally, you can start up the engine, and
listen to the purr of new oil. All right, the lessened rattle. Have a drive up and down the road and
see how things feel, and try not to knock over the tray of oil when you pull back in. It's worth
putting some newspaper under the car for a few days to make sure nothing's dripping, but other
than that, you're done. One oil change, out of the way. Reluctant Mechanic Help for novices
keeping their old VWs running. Oil change on an old Volkswagen Beetle Exactly when to do an
oil change on Beetle, Bus or any aircooled VW, depends on how obsessional you are and how
many miles you do regularly. How to do it: I was advised to have the car on the flat when
draining the oil out, which makes the whole process more awkward. Here's a picture of my new
oil filter and fitting kit: It helps if the oil is slightly warm when you do this, so a couple of runs
around the block wouldn't hurt, but you don't want to burn yourself on the exhaust pipes while
you're messing around, so go for a run and then let the car cool down for twenty minutes or so.
David Hobbs helped make these videos. This video shows you how to change the oil and oil
filter in your Volkswagen Beetle. When you change your own oil, you know that you are putting
quality oil in your Beetle and that the filter is being changed too. Most importantly, you get a
chance to look around under your Beetle for potential trouble spots. This video shows you the
location of your oil drain plug, oil filter, oil fill cap and dipstick in addition to the steps needed to
change the oil and filter in your Beetle. For most Volkswagens, you can wrap an old belt around
the oil filter and unscrew it by hand. If you can't do this, see our parts page to find a
Volkswagen Beetle oil filter wrench. If your Beetle is too low to the ground to access your drain
plug and oil filter, be sure to use jack stands and safe jacking procedures before getting under
your Beetle. If it isn't printed on the oil cap, check your owners manual for the exact type before
adding new oil. We recommend wearing safety glasses whenever you are working under your
Beetle. You never know what could be dripping down from the engine, battery acid, engine
coolant, brake fluid, etc. All of these fluids are extremely harmful to your eyes and skin so it is
important to protect yourself. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Did you know that the sun wears out wiper blades faster than rain?
Replace your blades twice a year. Properly inflated tires is the easiest way to improve fuel
economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the side of your tire btw. Car companies often use
the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by
two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects
the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video
displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good
idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Turbo Diesel Sedan. Share on. Full list
of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to
fix things on their cars. Change center stop light. Don't be the guy with your third brake light
burnt out. Turbo Hatchback. Replace your wiper blades. Add air to your tires. Be cool under
pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! See
all videos for the Volkswagen Beetle. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything Honda City helped make these videos. Checking the oil in a Beetle is

fairly easy and should be done once a month. Note that most Volkswagen have an oil pressure
gauge next to the speedometer - this gauge does not tell you what your oil level is, however the
video above will show you how check the oil level in your Volkswagen Beetle. Make sure your
engine is cold when you check the oil in your Beetle. Otherwise the dipstick will read slightly
low. In addition to checking the oil level, you also want to look at the condition of the oil when
you have the dipstick out. If the oil in your Beetle is dirty or smells like gasoline, you probably
need an oil change. If you notice that the oil level in your Beetle is extremely low or empty, fill it
up and check it again the next time you drive. If it is extremely low again, have your mechanic
take a look before driving it much more. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. A check engine light can be cleared with a simple fix
or it could be a major problem - find out now! If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add
some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Try this
cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor
leaks. Turbo Hatchback. Do not ignore this! Replace the front turn signal. If your blinker doesn't
blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. Add brake fluid. See all videos for the
Volkswagen Beetle. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything
I have a model VW Beetle with a 2 liter engine and it needs an oil change. What kind of oil
should I use? Change your oil every K miles to keep your enine alive and happy. No one wants
an unhappy Beetle. NOT Mobil 1. Mobil 1 has been proven to break down too fast in vw engines
as well as having high levels of Iron, Boron and Lead which are harmful to engines. Go with
Castrol synthetic or Valvoline synthetic, it is one of the few recommended and approved by
VWoA. Don't let people tell you your car is too old or too high of mileage. It is never too late for
synthetic and it is actually engineered to work well in older engines to help restore and maintain
the life of your engine. Amsoil synthetic! I typed in your car's info and came up with: All Temps
Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Judd makes hour trek home
after shattering leg. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is
fueling a homebuying surge. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Official
on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows.
Palace: Prince Philip has infection, will stay in hospital. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after
crash. Answer Save. Synthetic is too late for your 7 year old car and too expensive to waste.
Erika Lv 4. Volkswagen Beetle How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the
answer. Skip M. Amsoil is the best but expensive as far as what grade you should use w30 most
of the year and 5-w30 in the winter Definitely synthetic!! If you aren't going to the dealership, I
would suggest Mobile1 synthetic Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. It's a
manual. The oil pressure light has been coming on intermittently. I hoped it was just low on oil
and needing a change, so I changed the oil this morning. Unfortunately, about an hour later I
had the pressure light come on again. I know I need to take it to a mechanic. But everyone is
closed for the weekend. Thanks for the answers! It's a single wire switch. To test, unplug and
ground. No more blinking means problem found. You should make sure you are running the
correct weight oil and then do a pressure test. There could be a few things going on with your 1.
The oil pressure sensor is a common fail and decently cheap to replace. The other issue could
be sludge build up caused by using standard fossil oil. The sludge can block the oil pick up
tube in the oil pan thus causing a drop in pressure. The parts to clean the sludge from the oil
pan are also decently cheap and neither should take very long to do. I would try this and then
run only synthetic oil in your 1. Oil does not boil. Either your idle pace is to slow looking to
sound like a Harley Davidson or a V8 or oil grade you might be making use of is simply too thin.
It does no longer take 5W something. It is meant to take 30W straight weight. After 40 years the
oil pump is going to have some clearance from new. As a result of wear and tear. Either develop
the idle pace, if you happen to the low gradual macho form ,, or expand oil viscoscity if you
going for walks the skinny stuff not most effective have I used 20W50 as engine oil, i've used
gear oil eightyW as engine oil. Which you can guess the sunshine never came on unless the
entire oil leaked out after miles I have no idea what the
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general RPM is for the engine no tach - just do it with the aid of ear. So, punch the accellerator
pedal to put out the light and if it do not go off, shut off the automobile. Assess oil dip stick.
Maybe you have no oil. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Judd
makes hour trek home after shattering leg. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get
help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex
assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over
vaccine acceptance grows. Palace: Prince Philip has infection, will stay in hospital. Obama,
Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. The light is not combined with a buzzer or any sort of
engine noise. Update: I know I need to take it to a mechanic. Answer Save. JMKyler3 Lv 5. How
do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Your oil sending unit is
bad. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

